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Avid Announces Free Version of Pro Tools, Opening Music Production to Everyone

Pro Tools | First Offers Artists, Audio Enthusiasts and Aspiring Pros Access to Many of the Same Industry-
Standard Music Creation Tools Used by Top Professionals and Facilities

ANAHEIM, Calif., Jan. 22, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- NAMM (Hall A, Booth #6400) -- Avid® (Nasdaq: AVID) today unveiled 
Pro Tools® | First, a free version of the industry-standard Pro Tools that offers many of the same music creation capabilities 
used by top artists and recording studios worldwide. Delivering on Avid Everywhere™ and built upon the Avid MediaCentral 
Platform, Pro Tools | First is simple enough for beginners to learn, yet sophisticated enough for the experienced musician. Pro 
Tools | First enables anyone to experience the industry's most trusted digital audio workstation at no cost, so they can turn their 
musical ideas into fully realized, professional productions that stand out from the crowd.

"Pro Tools is the audio workstation that redefined the music and post-production industries, providing everything needed to 
create high-caliber audio mixes," said Chris Gahagan, senior vice president of Products and Technology at Avid. "With Pro 
Tools | First, we've taken the most powerful, proven, and trusted DAW and streamlined it into a version that's available to 
everyone for free, whether they dream of a career in music and are just starting out, or are more experienced and want to give 
Pro Tools a try. Now users of all levels can start off their musical journey on the right path."

With Pro Tools | First, artists can quickly turn ideas into professional-sounding songs by recording, using software instruments, 
and applying audio effects. To expand their creative toolset further, the integrated Avid App Store provides a world of 
affordable AAX plug-ins and "First" bundles on the Avid Marketplace that make creating, shaping, and enhancing sounds quick 
and easy.

To accommodate the mobile lifestyle of artists and aspiring pros, Pro Tools | First saves and manages sessions securely in the 
cloud, enabled by the Avid MediaCentral Platform. This allows users to log into an Avid account and access and work on music 
from any Mac or PC with Pro Tools | First installed. Anytime changes are made, the project syncs with the cloud as soon as it's 
saved. As a special introductory offer, artists can work on and store up to three Pro Tools | First projects in the cloud for free. 

In addition, Pro Tools | First will be compatible with Avid Cloud Collaboration when it becomes available, helping artists 
collaborate together from wherever they are in the world.

Availability

Avid Pro Tools | First will be available in Q1 2015 as a free download through Avid.com. For more information, please visit 
avid.com/protoolsfirst. 

About Avid

Through Avid Everywhere™, Avid delivers the industry's most open, innovative and comprehensive media platform connecting 
content creation with collaboration, asset protection, distribution and consumption for the most listened to, most watched and 
most loved media in the world—from the most prestigious and award-winning feature films, music recordings, and television 
shows, to live concerts and news broadcasts. Industry leading solutions include Pro Tools®, Media Composer®, ISIS®, 
Interplay®, and Sibelius®. For more information about Avid solutions and services, visit www.avid.com, connect with Avid on 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, or subscribe to Avid Blogs. 

© 2015 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Avid, the Avid logo, Avid Everywhere, iNEWS, Interplay, ISIS, Media 
Composer, Pro Tools, and Sibelius are trademarks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the 
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bears no responsibility for Avid products. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. All announcements 
of products and enhancements are made on a when and if available basis. 
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